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S/C NOTE: ALSO PASSED

Declass Review by NGA
MISSION 1044-2 8-11 NOV 67 -- SOAK
MENG-TZU AIRFIELD WEST CH 2325N 10320E
OB -- 25 SMALL SWEEP-WING, 1 LIGHT STRAIGHT-WING, AND 3
SMALL POSSIBLE AIRCRAFT.
CONSTRUCTION CONTINUES ON THE DISPERSAL AREA ON THE
NORTH SIDE OF THE AIRFIELD.

PAO-SHAN AIRFIELD CH 2503N 09909E
OB -- NONE OBSERVED.
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION OR CHANGES IN FACILITIES OBSERVED.

SSU-MAO AIRFIELD NORTH CH 2247N 10858E
OB -- NONE OBSERVED.
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION OR CHANGES IN FACILITIES OBSERVED.

PEI-TUN AIRFIELD CH 2527N 10043E
OB -- 32 POSSIBLE AIRCRAFT.
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION OR CHANGES IN FACILITIES OBSERVED.

YUN-NAN-I AIRFIELD CH 2525N 10041E
OB -- 26 LIGHT STRAIGHT-WING, 12 SMALL STRAIGHT-WING,
AND AT LEAST 35 POSSIBLE SMALL AIRCRAFT.
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION OR CHANGES IN FACILITIES OBSERVED.

KUN-MING/WU-CHIA-PA AIRFIELD CH 2459N 10244E
OB -- 8 SMALL SWEEP-WING, 1 LIGHT STRAIGHT-WING, 1
SMALL STRAIGHT-WING, AND 10 SMALL AIRCRAFT.
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR
PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED.

PING-YUAN-CHIEN AIRFIELD CH 2342N 10349E
OB -- NONE OBSERVED.
The WESTERN DISPERSAL AREA NOW CONTAINS EIGHT
REVETMENTS AND THE EASTERN DISPERSAL AREA CONTAINS 10
REVETMENTS. CONSTRUCTION CONTINUES.

YUN-CHING-HUNG ARMY BARRACKS N NA-PAN CH 2159N 10048E
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR
PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED.
NO VEHICLES, WEAPONS, OR EQUIPMENT OBSERVED.
NO INDICATION OF TROOP OR SUPPLY BUILDUP OBSERVED.

CHENG-KUNG SUPPLY DEPOT NORTH CH 2458N 10747E
NO CHANGE IN THE LEVEL OF ACTIVITY OR OCCUPANCY OBSERVED.
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED.

CHU-CHING MILITARY AREA  CH 2538N 10347E
NO OTHER MILITARY INSTALLATIONS OBSERVED IN THE AREA.
NO ELECTRONICS OR COMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES OBSERVED.
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED.
NO VEHICLES, WEAPONS, OR EQUIPMENT OBSERVED.

MENG-HAI ARMY BKS AND STORAGE DEPOT SOUTH  CH 2156N 10827E
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED.
NO VEHICLES, WEAPONS, OR EQUIPMENT OBSERVED.
NO INDICATION OF TROOP OR SUPPLY BUILDUP OBSERVED.

HSIA-KUAN BARRACKS - HQ 42 INFANTRY DIV  CH 2536N 10813E
NO SECURITY OR DEFENSES OBSERVED.
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED.
NO VEHICLES, WEAPONS, OR EQUIPMENT OBSERVED.
NO INDICATION OF TROOP OR SUPPLY BUILDUP OBSERVED.

I-LIANG ARMY BARRACKS SOUTH I  CH 2451N 10308E
NO SECURITY OR DEFENSES OBSERVED.
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED.
NO VEHICLES, WEAPONS, OR EQUIPMENT OBSERVED.

SECTION # 02

I-LIANG ARMY BARRACKS NORTH  CH 2508N 10311E
08 -- 7 POSSIBLE VEHICLES/PIECES OF EQUIPMENT.
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED.

KAI-YUAN ARMY BARRACKS WEST  CH 2343N 10314E
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED.
NO VEHICLES, WEAPONS, OR EQUIPMENT OBSERVED.

KAI-YUAN MILITARY STORAGE AREA  CH 2343N 10314E
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED.
NO VEHICLES, WEAPONS, OR EQUIPMENT OBSERVED.

KENG-MA ARMY BARRACKS CH 2332N 09924E
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED.
NO VEHICLES, WEAPONS, OR EQUIPMENT OBSERVED.
NO INDICATION OF TROOP OR SUPPLY BUILDUP OBSERVED.

KUN-MING GENERAL SUPPLY DEPOT CH 2501N 10244E
NO CHANGE IN THE LEVEL OF ACTIVITY OR OCCUPANCY OBSERVED.
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED.
NO VEHICLES, WEAPONS, OR EQUIPMENT OBSERVED.

KUN-MING STORAGE AREAS SOUTHEAST CH 2502N 10247E
NO CHANGE IN THE LEVEL OF ACTIVITY OR OCCUPANCY OBSERVED.
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED.
NO VEHICLES, WEAPONS, OR EQUIPMENT OBSERVED.

KUN-MING AMMO - SUPPLY DPO TA-PAN-CHIAO CH 2502N 10250E
NO INDICATORS OF BW OR CW STORAGE OBSERVED.
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED.
NO VEHICLES, WEAPONS, OR EQUIPMENT OBSERVED.

LIN-TSANG ARMY BARRACKS CH 2353N 10005E
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED.
NO VEHICLES, WEAPONS, OR EQUIPMENT OBSERVED.
NO INDICATION OF TROOP OR SUPPLY BUILDUP OBSERVED.

MAN-NAI ARMY BARRACKS MENG-HUN CH 2149N 10022E
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED.
NO VEHICLES, WEAPONS, OR EQUIPMENT OBSERVED.
NO INDICATION OF TROOP OR SUPPLY BUILDUP OBSERVED.

LU-HSI ARMY BARRACKS SOUTH CH 2424N 09833E
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED.
NO VEHICLES, WEAPONS, OR EQUIPMENT OBSERVED.
NO INDICATION OF TROOP OR SUPPLY BUILDUP OBSERVED.

MENG-TZU ARMY BARRACKS SOUTH CH 2321N 10323E
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED.
NO VEHICLES, WEAPONS, OR EQUIPMENT OBSERVED.
NO INDICATION OF TROOP OR SUPPLY BUILDUP OBSERVED.

- MENG-TZU MILITARY ACTIVITY CH 2325N 10316E
  - Approximately 20 probable vehicles/pieces of equipment.
  - No new construction, changes in facilities, or previously unreported features observed.
  - No indication of troop or supply buildup observed.

- CHIN-PING INF DIV TYPE HGS A BK5 AREA CH 2247N 10319E
  - No new construction, changes in facilities, or previously unreported features observed.
  - No vehicles, weapons, or equipment observed.
  - No indication of troop or supply buildup observed.

SECTION 4 03

- CHIN-PING SUPPLY DEPOT NW CH 2246N 10314E
  - No new construction, changes in facilities, or previously unreported features observed.
  - No vehicles, weapons, or equipment observed.

- MI-TU ARMY BARRACKS CH 2520N 10029E
  - No new construction, changes in facilities, or previously unreported features observed.
  - No vehicles, weapons, or equipment observed.
  - No indication of troop or supply buildup observed.

- PAN-CHI ARMY BARRACKS CH 2415N 10306E
  - No new construction, changes in facilities, or previously unreported features observed.
  - No vehicles, weapons, or equipment observed.
  - No indication of troop or supply buildup observed.

- SHUANG-CHIANG ARMY BARRACKS CH 2329N 89949E
  - No new construction, changes in facilities, or previously unreported features observed.
  - No vehicles, weapons, or equipment observed.
  - No indication of troop or supply buildup observed.

- SSU-MAO MILITARY COMPLEX CH 2247N 10056E
  - No security or defenses observed.
  - No new construction, changes in facilities, or previously unreported features observed.
  - No vehicles, weapons, or equipment observed.
  - No indication of troop or supply buildup observed.

- TA-LI ARMY BARRACKS AREAS CH 2541N 10018E
  - No evidence of storage of materials observed.
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED. NO VEHICLES, WEAPONS, OR EQUIPMENT OBSERVED.

TENG-CHUNG ARMY BARRACKS WEST CH 2582N 09829E
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED. NO VEHICLES, WEAPONS, OR EQUIPMENT OBSERVED.

TENG-CHUNG ARMY BKS AND SUPPORT AREA CH 2581N 09829E
THE AREA AT THE REFERENCED COORDINATES IS WITHIN THE CONFINES OF THE CITY AND DOES NOT APPEAR MILITARY IN NATURE. TWO ADMINISTRATION BUILDINGS AND 11 STORAGE BUILDINGS ARE OBSERVED AT THE REFERENCED COORDINATES.

YUNG-PING ARMY BARRACKS CH 2528N 09932E
NO EVIDENCE OF SUPPLY BUILDINGS OBSERVED. NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED. NO VEHICLES, WEAPONS, OR EQUIPMENT OBSERVED.

WEN-SHAN ARMY BARRACKS WEST CH 2322N 10413E
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED. NO VEHICLES, WEAPONS, OR EQUIPMENT OBSERVED.

WEN-SHAN SUPPLY DEPOT CH 2323N 10414E
NORTHEAST EDGE OF WEN-SHAN. INSTALLATION CONTAINS ONE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, 35 STORAGE BUILDINGS, AND 50 STORAGE/SUPPORT BUILDINGS. NO VEHICLES, WEAPONS, OR EQUIPMENT OBSERVED.

KO-KOU ARMY BARRACKS NORTH CH 2232N 10357E
NO TRAINING AREAS OR OTHER TROOP ACTIVITY OBSERVED. NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED. NO VEHICLES, WEAPONS, OR EQUIPMENT OBSERVED. NO INDICATION OF TROOP OR SUPPLY BUILOUP OBSERVED.

CHU-TIEN ARMY BARRACKS CH 2718N 09936E
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED. NO VEHICLES, WEAPONS, OR EQUIPMENT OBSERVED. AREA APPEARS OCCUPIED AND ALL PORTIONS APPEAR ACTIVE.

LAO-CHANG POSSIBLE MILITARY AREAS CH 2244N 09945E
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED. NO VEHICLES, WEAPONS, OR EQUIPMENT OBSERVED. NO INDICATION OF TROOP OR SUPPLY BUILDUP OBSERVED.

YEN-SHAN MILITARY BKS AND STORAGE AREA CH 2336N 10419E

NIU-WO-PAI MOTOR PARKS SA 1 CH 2334N 18317E

LU-LIANG STORAGE AREA CH 2521N 18347E

CHIEN-CHUAN BARRACKS AREAS CH 2633N 09955E

PO-SHANG MILITARY CAMP CH 2343N 10002E

TSA-TI-PAO ROAD CH 2302N 10341E

THE ROAD BETWEEN 23-02N 103-41E AND THE NORTH VIETNAM BORDER AT 22-30N 103-58E IS COMPLETE AND SERVICEABLE. THERE ARE NO NEW COMPLETED ROADS OR ROADS UNDER CONSTRUCTION BETWEEN 23-02N 103-41E AND THE NORTH VIETNAM BORDER. NO VEHICLES OR PIECES OF EQUIPMENT ARE OBSERVED.

SSU-MAO/MENG-TZU ROAD CH 2256N 10215E

ON _______ THERE IS NO DIRECT ROAD LINK BETWEEN SSU-MAO AND MENG-TZU. THE INDIRECT ROUTE FROM MENG-TZU TO SSU-MAO GOES NW FROM MENG-TZU TO CHIEN-SHUI Q23-37N 182-49E, AND THEN GENERALLY SOUTH TO 22-56N 182-47E, WHERE IT TURNS AND RUNS GENERALLY WEST TO SSU-MAO. A ROAD IS OBSERVED FROM MENG-TZU Q23-22N 103-24E TO 23-08N 102-14E. IT IS COMPLETE AND OPERATIONAL. NO MILITARY ACTIVITY OR VEHICLES ARE OBSERVED ALONG THE ROAD.
THE ROAD IS OBSERVED THROUGH SCATTERED CLOUD COVER FOR APPROXIMATELY 5 NM FROM SSU-MAO EAST. NO MILITARY ACTIVITY OR VEHICLES ARE OBSERVED.

KUN-MING COMPLEX CH 25°04N 102°41E
NO NEW INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES OR CHANGES IN EXISTING FACILITIES, CONSTRUCTION OF DEFENSES OR CIVIL DEFENSE FACILITIES, OR EVIDENCE OF ABANDONMENT OR REDUCTION OF MAJOR INDUSTRIAL OR ECONOMIC ACTIVITY OBSERVED. THE RAIL YARDS ARE APPROXIMATELY 35 PERCENT FILLED. SMALL SCALE PRECLUDES DETERMINATION OF LEVEL AND TYPE OF RAIL TRAFFIC.

LAI CHAU COMPLEX VN 22°33N 103°09E
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED.
NO INDICATION OF MILITARY ACTIVITY OBSERVED.

YEN BAI COMPLEX VN 21°41N 104°52E
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED.
NO INDICATION OF MILITARY ACTIVITY OBSERVED.

DIEN BIEN PHU COMPLEX VN 21°22N 103°01E
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED.
NO INDICATION OF MILITARY ACTIVITY OBSERVED.

SECTION # 05

PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED.
NO INDICATION OF MILITARY ACTIVITY OBSERVED.

LAO CAI COMPLEX VN 22°30N 103°58E
NO DEFENSES OBSERVED.
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED.
NO VEHICLES, WEAPONS, OR EQUIPMENT OBSERVED.
NO INDICATION OF TROOP OR SUPPLY BUILDUP OBSERVED.

KUN-MING TRNSLDG YARDS STATION - SHOPS CH 25°00N 102°47E
NO MISSILES OR MISSILE-RELATED EQUIPMENT OBSERVED.
MISSION 1444-2 8-11 NOV 67  58K  17 NOV 67  PT 81
HUANG-CHENG-TOU MISSILE TEST CENTER  CH 4107N 18020E
THE SEARCH AREA IS 98 PERCENT COVERED ON PARTIALLY
HAZI-OBSCURED PHOTOGRAPHY. NO PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED
MISSILE FACILITIES OBSERVED.

HSIAO-PING-TAO NAVAL BASE  CH 3848N 12129E
00 -- 1 UNIDENTIFIED VESSEL AT THE MARGINAL WHARE WHERE
THE 6 SSN IS NORMALLY BERTHED AND 8 UNIDENTIFIED BARGES
OR CONSTRUCTION SUPPORT CRAFT.
NO NEW CONSTRUCTION, CHANGES IN FACILITIES, OR
PREVIOUSLY UNREPORTED FEATURES OBSERVED.

PEI-CHING COMPLEX  CH 3954N 11623E
ONLY THE WESTERN INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX IS OBSERVED. THE
PEI-CHING THERMAL POWER PLANT SHIH-CHING SHAN ARE NO
PLANT AND THE SHIH-CHING SHAN IRON AND STEEL
ARE ACTIVE.